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Flexible electro-thermal heating film has caught great attentions for their efficient energy conversion and easy to customization in many fields. In 

this work, an ultrafast electro-thermal responsible heating film was fabricated via silk-screen printing method by using graphene modified carbon 

black based conductive ink. The graphene modified carbon heating film (CHF) was able to reach an equilibrium-state temperature with rapid 
o o o oheating and cooling rate of 5.6 C/s and 15.6 C/s, comparing to the unmodified sample (1.01 C/s and 1.03 C/s), for the high electrical and 

thermal conductivity and huge heat exchanging area. The steady temperature of CHF was controllable by changing the amount of graphene. A 
odramatic enhancement of steady temperature from 38 to 83 C was controlled by changing graphene amount from 0 to 35 wt.%. The facile 

fabrication and superior electro-thermal performance of CHF make it feasible to scale up and customization for various heating conditions.
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1.Introduction
With the growing consumption of energy due to the human activities 

around the world, energy crisis and environment pollution have become 

serious problems for human society development. Apart from the 

development of new clean energy resource, converting the existed 

power in green way and enhancing the converting efficiency are 
1-3essential to satisfy the great demand of human society.  Electrothermal 

materials have caught lots of attention since they can covert electricity 
4-8into heat energy in a clean, efficient and controllable manner.  The 

flexible and two-dimension thermal heater fabricated with 

electrothermal materials have attracted growing interest in case of a vast 

potential applications such as outdoor display, vehicle window 

defrosters, heating retaining windows, physical thermal therapy and 
9-12other heating systems.  However, the traditional electrothermal 

13 10materials, such like silver nanowires,  Fe-Cr-Al based alloy,  indium 
14-15tin oxide (ITO),  have plenty drawbacks like complicate fabricate 

process, low transparency, large weight, or limited material source, 

sensitive to acid and base, brittle substrates and etc. These limitations 

impede the applications of conventional electrothermal materials but 

remain lots of opportunities to develop new materials. Nowadays 

carbon based conductive ink (CCI), which is mainly composed with 

carbon nanomaterials, has employed for flexible heating film for the 
16-20low cost, robustness, easy fabrication, long-term stability and safety.  

However, most of these carbon based inks are less thermal and 

electrical conductive comparing to metal based materials, thereby the 

electro-thermal conversion efficiency and heating performance are not 

as good as metal materials. The controllable electrical and thermal 

conductivity of carbon ink still remains as the crucial challenge for 

efficient film heater fabrication. Hence improving the electrical and 

thermal conductivity of CCI by adding highly conductive materials has 

become the most effective way to regulate its performance.

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphenes possess excellent 

thermal, electrical and optical properties as studied by many researchers. 

Especially the 2D structured graphene exhibits an extraordinary high 
-1 -1 -1 -1 21-22thermal conductivity of 5300 W·m ·k (3500 W·m ·k  for CNTs).  

The thermal conductivity of graphene, K, is reported relating to the 
23graphene size and crystallinity.  The thermal conduction of graphene is 

2governed by phonon diffusion from lattice vibrations of its covalent sp  
23-24bonding network.  Therefore many ways have been tried to synthesize 

25-27large size graphene nanosheets for better conductivity product.  Ball-

milling treatment is a solid approach to efficiently exfoliate graphite into 

graphene or graphene nanoplatelets with high yield and good quality. 

The feasibility of introducing functional groups on the surface or at the 

edge of graphene and nanoplatelets are of great interesting in improve 
28-30the materials' electronic properties.  The outstanding thermal 

conductivity endows graphene very fast response to temperature. As a 

result, very homogeneous temperature distribution will be achieved on 

the surface in very short time. It is critical parameter in film heater for 

many applications. In addition, the 2D conjugated honeycomb lattice 

structure results in excellent mechanical properties, which leads to 

robust products for mechanical applications. These merits of graphene 

make it of great potential as additives to improve the electrothermal 

materials' conductivity.

Herein, a facile silk-screen printing method is used to fabricate 

flexible heating film with commercial available carbon based conductive 

ink. To satisfy the demand of fast heating rate and homogeneous 

temperature distribution in various application conditions, we used 

highly conductive graphene particles prepared from ball-milling as 
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additive to improve the electrical and thermal conductivity of CHF. The 

electro-thermal response and steady temperature of CHF were strongly 

promoted and controlled by adding different amount of graphene. The 

superior performance along with the facile customization method make 

the graphene modified CHF of great potential in various heating 

conditions.

2.Experimental section
2.1 Materials and equipments

Carbon conductive inks were obtained from Nuanfeng Co. Ltd (China). 

Graphite powders (300 mesh, 99.95 wt.%) were purchased J&K 

Scientific Co., Ltd. Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) films were 

purchased from local market.

Edge-carboxylated graphene (ECG) were prepared via ball-milling 
28process according to the reported work with little modification.  Briefly, 

5 g graphite powders were put into a stainless steel tank with zirconia 

balls (5 mm in diameter). Then the reactor was gently blown with 

carbon dioxide for 30 min to remove the air. After that the reactor was 

sealed and pressurized with carbon dioxide at 1.5 Mpa. The graphites 

was milled at 500 rpm for 48 h to produce ECG. The products were 
owashed with HCl (1 M) and water and dried at 70 C. ECG was further 

otreated at 1000 C under argon atmosphere for 3 h to get the final 

graphene particles. The high temperature treated ECG (HECG) and 

CCI were thoroughly mixed in vacuum mixer to form the printing 

carbon composite.

2.2 Fabrication of CHF

The CHF was fabricated by silk-screen printing method as illustrated in 

Scheme 1. The carbon composites were prepared by adding different 

amount HECG (0 wt.%, 5 wt.%, 10 wt.% 20 wt.%, 35 wt.%) into the 

CCI ink and thoroughly mixed. The mixture was then poured on the 

silk-screen and followed with squeegee printing to transfer the mixture 

on the surface of PET substrates. The mixture could be printed into 

different patterns on the PET surface by using patterned silk-screen as 

mask. In order to seal the CHF for further commercial applications, 

linear patterns were selected in this work for high heat exchange area 
oand sufficient bonding between two PET films. After curing at 60 C for 

2 h, the film heater were taken out from the oven for further analysis. 

The different film heater were donated regarding to the HECG amount 

as 0CHF, 5CHF, 10CHF, 20CHF and 35CHF, respectively.

2.3 Characterizations

Scanning electronic microscope (SEM, HITACHI S-4700, Japan) was 

used to characterize the microstructures of samples. X-ray diffraction 

(XRD, 2500VB2, Japan) was used to analyze the crystallinity of 

Scheme 1 Fabrication of CHF via silk-screen printing method.

different materials. Elemental analysis (EA) were conducted on vairo 

EL CUBE elementar Analysensysteme, Germany. X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS, ESCALAB 250, THERMO VG, America) was 

used to analyze surface elements. Fourier transform infrared 

spectroscopy (FTIR) were performed on Bruker Vertex-70V, Germany. 

Raman spectra were performed on a LabRAM ARAMIS Raman 

confocal microscope (HORIBA Jobin Yvon). The surface morphology 

of the graphene deposited on silicon wafer was characterized by atomic 

force microscopy (AFM, AFM5500, Agilent, America). Nitrogen 

adsorption isotherms were carried out on Micromeritics ASAP2460 

instrument at 77 K using liquid nitrogen bath. Specific surface area was 

calculated using Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) model.

3. Result and discussion
The prepared HECG was firstly characterized as shown in Fig. 1. The 

-1Raman spectrum displays a prominent D peak at 1310 cm  and G peak 
-1at 1583 cm . The D peak is from the defectives of graphene created by 

ball milling. The G band corresponding to the first-order scattering of 

the E2g mode. The graphitization degree depending on the amount of 

defects and disorder structures can be simply evaluated through the I /I  D G

ratio (the intensity ratio between the D peak and the G peak). I /I  ratio D G

of the obtained graphene is about 1.2, which suggests significant edge 

functionalization during the ball-milling process and low graphitization 

degree of HECG. XRD pattern shows a very broad band in the range 
ofrom 15-30  in the received HECG (Fig. 1B), suggesting a high degree 

28of edge expansion in solid state grapheme particles.  The EA result 

indicates that the HECG composed with about 0.91% O and 93.72% C, 

which confirms the highly carbonized graphene particles (Fig. 1C). The 

XPS results demonstrated 81.58 % C and 18.42 % O on the HECG 

surface, which demonstrated an oxidized surface comparing to total 

elements distribution. High resolution XPS spectrum of C 1s can be 

deconvoluted to three components corresponding to C-C, C-O and C=O 

groups as indicated in Fig. 1D (inset). The C-O and C=O were mainly 

the unremoved –COOH and the absorbed O  and H O. The nitrogen 2 2

adsorption and desorption thermal plot was the typical physical 

adsorption behavior of lager pore materials, which resulted in smaller 
2 -1BET surface area (581 m ·g ) comparing to the theoretical specific 

2 -1surface area of single layered graphene (~2600 m ·g ). It might be 

because the graphene stacked to several layers (~5 nm thick) as 

analyzed by AFM (Fig. 1F).
oAfter curing at 60 C for 2 h, the carbon mixture was strongly 

adhered on the surface of PET. The carbon composite was 

homogeneously transferred onto PET surface by silk-screen printing 

method for its applicability for various surfaces including flat or hook 

surface. The flexibility of the silk-screen make it feasible to closely 
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Fig. 1 Characterizations of HECG. Raman spectrum (A), XRD pattern (B), EA analysis (C), XPS spectrum (D), BET plots (E) and AFM image (F). 

attach to PET surface, therefore the patterns were precisely transferred 

onto PET. Besides it enable to edit the patterns to increase or reduce the 

size, which is meaningful for scaling up. The surface structure of 

different CHF were characterized by SEM as shown in Fig. 2. The pure 

CCI contains lots of particles around hundreds micro-meters embedded 

inside the ink (Fig. 2A). Fig. 2B~E are the surfaces of carbon 

composites with 5 wt.%, 10 wt.%, 20 wt.% and 35 wt.% HECG, 

respectively. It is clear that many holes formed after adding the HECG 

particles in the CCI ink. The dense structure of carbon ink had become 

Fig. 2 SEM images of different heating film with various HECG amount from 0 to 35 wt.%. 0CHF (A), 5CHF (B), 10CHF (C), 20CHF (D) and 

35CHF (E), scale bar 500 nm. Optical image of 35CHF (F), scale bar 5 cm.

loose with the HECG amount increasing. After printing and curing, all 

CHF exhibit very homogeneous patterns on PET surface for the facile 

control of silk-printing. All the samples have similar printing thickness 

about 20 μm. The reason might be that the silk-screen controlled the 

thickness of carbon composite during squeegeeing. Besides the 35CHF 

expressed the darkest black color comparing to other samples. It is 

because the large amount of black HECG changes the surface colour as 

shown in Fig. 2F.

The specific resistance of different samples were measured by four-
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point probe method to evaluate their conductivity. The results 

demonstrate that the specific resistance dramatically decreased as the 

amount of HECG increasing (Fig. 3A), which indicates that the adding 

HECG strongly enhanced the conductivity of CHF and the higher 

HECG amount result high conductive heater. The safe working voltage 

of different CHF were measured with direct-current power as shown in 

Fig. 3B. All the samples showed very stable properties below 10 V, 

which indicates a safe running at low power. Base on the equation 1,

where R is resistance, U is the applied voltage, and I is the current), we 

can calculate the resistance from Fig. 3B. The resistance decreased 

while the content of HECG increased in the composite same as specific 

resistance, and the 35CHF has the lowest resistance about 58 Ω. 

Further, when the input voltage increased, the current of two samples, 

10CHF and 35CHF, display slight inflection at 30 V. The resistance of 

10CHF slightly increased while 35CHF gently decreased. The reason of 

resistance change might be that the heat changes the microstructure of 

the composite. Especially, when the driving voltage increased up to 50 

V, the plenty heat converted from electricity melted the PET substrates 

with holes in 35CHF. The product stop heating after the patterns were 

broken, hence the danger of fire breaking out is prevented as well. It 

makes the CHF very safe for commercial applications. However the 

R=U/I                                             (1)

Fig. 3 The specific resistance (A) and resistance evolution (B) of different samples.

rate working voltage for all of the samples should be set below 50 V for 

safety.

To evaluate the electro conversion of different samples, same direct 

current power of 10 watts was applied to the device, and their response 

were recorded by infrared camera (FLIR T660). After switching on the 

power, the response time, which is defined as the time required to 

reaching 90 % of the steady-state temperature, is less than 100 s for all 
5the products, indicating a fast thermal response characteristic (Fig. 4A).  

Once the power was cut off, the temperature of CHF fell back to room 

temperature again at an equally high speed as ramping. At the same 

driving power of 10 W, the 0CHF, 5CHF, 10CHF, 20CHF and 35CHF 
ocan reach a steady-state temperatures of 38, 73, 74, 75 and 83 C, 

respectively, according to the time dependence temperature plot (Fig. 

4A). The steady-temperature of CHF is an equilibrium-state between 

electrical heating and environmental heat exchange. Because all of the 

CHF samples had same surface area for heat exchange and the electro-

thermal performance was measured at the same environment, the reason 

for different steady-temperature should be the different electro and 

thermal conductivity of CHF. The 35CHF showed the highest 

temperature for its highest conductivity among these samples. In Joule 

heating, the electrical power follows equation 2,

2 P = U / R                                            (2)

Fig. 4 The electrothermal performance of flexible heater.
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where P is the input power, U is the driving voltage and R is the 

resistance of CHF. When the input power is kept as constant, the 

decline of resistance will result in the reduction of driving voltage. The 

low driving voltage is more safe in application as well as reduces the 

cost of power equipment.

The pure CCI (0CHF) showed very slow heating and cooling rate 
o oof 1.01 C/s and 1.03 C/s (Fig. 4B). On the contrary, the heating and 

cooling rate of HECG modified composites dramatically increased, 
o oespecially the 35CHF sample showed 5.6 C/s for heating and 15.6 C/s  

for cooling (Fig. 4B). The result indicates that the HECG strongly 

enhanced the electro-thermal response. The reason for the fast electrical 

and thermal response relies on the super electrical and thermal 

conductivity of HECG, which strongly promotes the performance of 

CCI.

In addition, we used IR camera to record the heat distribution of 

CHF. Fig. 5 are the IR images of different samples with steady 

temperature at 10 W. As can be seen, the heat distribution is quite 

homogeneous for all CHF. It indicates the silk-screen printing is a facile 

way to produce very homogeneous patterns on PET. As a result, the 

CHF has homogeneous temperature distribution. Besides the 35CHF 

shows the brightest colour, which represents the highest temperature and 

consists with the resistance measurement. By simply designing the 

patterns of heating materials and shapes of film heater, the HCF is 

feasible to machine into different products for various heating 

application such as house warmer.

Fig. 5 The IR images of different samples with steady temperature 
under 10 W power.

Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a facile way to fabricate ultrafast 

electro-thermal responsive heating film with carbon based materials via 

silk-screen printing method. The facile fabrication paves the way to 

massively prepare various patterned flexible heater for diverse 

applications. The conductivity and electro-thermal conversion 

performance of CCI is dramatically promoted by HECG for its superior 

electrical and thermal properties. The modified 35CHF sample exhibits 
o othe fastest heating and cooling rate of 5.6 C/s and 15.6 C/s and a quite 

ohigh steady-temperature of 83 C respect to its lowest resistance and 

huge heat exchange surface area. The ultrafast electro-thermal 

responsive behavior of CHF make it promising in house warming, 

wearable heating cloth, portable device and so on.
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